Agile Champions
Delivery Method : Workshop
Code : AChamp
Duration : 1 Day

What you will learn
This highly interactive & experiential workshop provides an introduction and overview of Agile values and principles. We look at the
underlying philosophy and motivation for this trend in product development, examine the core practices and techniques of Agile
development and understand how they can be applied to the entire business. It also gives an understanding of the most fundamental
functions of an Agile Champion including facilitating the Agile practices, fostering collaboration amongst team members and generally
supporting a self-organised team. Facilitation is about leading by example and the Champion needs a deep understanding of how their
a itudes and behaviors inﬂuence their teams as role models and mentors. The course is in the form of a blended session comprising of
both concepts and a simulated Case Study.
A certiﬁcate from QTnT Singapore will be awarded to participants.
Audience - Senior executives, managers and leaders who want to understand what Agile practices mean for them and their organisations
and understand the value of facilitation skills in collaborative work environments. In addition, they may wish to understand how to apply
a variety of tools and techniques and the context in which they are useful, how to facilitate the various Agile work practices and the role of
the Agile Champion and how it can help collaborative teams on their agile journey.
Pre requisite - This course is aimed at Senior managers and executives inside and outside of information technology groups in
organisations. It does not teach any speciﬁc tool or technique but provides an introduction to the Agile philosophy and approach that will
enable the participants to make informed decisions regarding practices that will be eﬀective for their own organisations.

Course Outline
¤

Introduction and Background

¤

The Agile Manifesto

¤

Modern Management Theories

¤

Many Levels of Planning

¤

Thriving on the Edge of Chaos

¤

An Agile Project cycle

¤

People and Communication

¤

Leadership – in the mind of an Agile Champion

¤

Monitoring and Reporting

¤

Governance

¤

The ROI for Agile

¤

Failure Models and How to Avoid Them

¤

Facilitation for Agile : tools & techniques

¤

An Agile Development Exercise

¤

Where to From Here?

